A step by step guide to the application process

Step 1
Reviewing the
challenges

Review the eight mobility challenges and the more specific examples within each
published on our website. Assess if you have the ideas or solutions to address one or
more of these challenges.

Step 2
Applying online

Apply to pitch your ideas or solutions on our online application form by 12 July. You will
also be given the option to register for inclusion in our Automotive Supplier Finder
database. The database, which is free to join, enables us to match your business and its
offerings with suitable opportunities in the future.

Step 3
Application
screening and
shortlisting

Your application will be screened after the closing date. The information you provide on
the online application form will be used to match your ideas or solutions to what each of
the five automotive brands is looking for. This will result in a shortlist of successful
applicants who will be invited to pitch their ideas or solutions live to the five brands.

Step 4
Invitation to pitch

You will be notified in late August whether you have been shortlisted. If you are
shortlisted, you should expect to receive a formal invitation to pitch live on 17 October.
You will be informed which brands you will be pitching to and receive some guidelines
that will help you prepare your pitch(es). You will be asked to formally accept the
invitation and indicate whether you also intend to take up an exhibition space, which is
optional but will incur a small administrative charge.

Step 5
Preparing to pitch

You will receive joining instructions in September, which will include the specific times of
your pitching slots. You will be asked to confirm the identities of the people from your
business who will attend the event on 17 October. There will be strict security
procedures on the day; only confirmed attendees with a photo ID will be allowed entry. If
you have indicated you wish to exhibit, we will be in touch to discuss your requirements.

Step 6
Pitching

Step 7
Negotiating

The SMMT Future Mobility Challenge event in London on 17 October is your chance to
deliver your best pitch(es) to your assigned automotive brands and convince them you’re
the right partner. There will also be networking opportunities. You may also wish to talk
to SMMT representatives and find out more about wider opportunities in the automotive
industry.

If an automotive brand likes your pitch, we have meeting rooms on stand-by that will
allow both of you to have an immediate discussion on a potential partnership.
Alternatively, both of you may agree to take discussions offline and meet up post-event
for more detailed discussions.

